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In a very general sense,

! The supply of Mexican workers to U.S.

farms depends on supply, demand and

networks.

! I will look at supply.

! Supply is however driven by different

factors at different times.



In the past:

! Mexican crop prices were lowered since
the 70’s, to subsidize urban consumers.

! In the eighties, the relative prices of crops
fell, as fuel and inputs rose, when two
crises hit the Mexican economy.

! In 1988, GATT opened the Mexican
market to crop imports, and NAFTA
“locked in” lower crop prices in 1994.



In addition,

! Economic reforms changed the context of

farm production:

"The supply of credit to medium and poor

farmers fell dramatically (1990),

"Privatized input producers increased prices

(1989-92),

"And subsidized crop prices were phased out.



As a result,

! Small and subsistence farmers decided (or were
able) to invest less work and money in
agriculture.

! They were forced to look for new income
sources.

! Internal migration prevailed initially (70’s, early
80’s),

! Then international migration rose, as urban labor
markets stagnated in Mexico (80’s onwards).



But there are new factors at play:

! Rural poverty has fallen.

! Rural demography is changing.

! Migration patterns are also changing.



Note One: Rural Poverty.

! Poverty peaked in Mexico in 1994-5.

! But it fell rapidly afterwards.

! The fall is slowing down, but continues today.

! Official poverty lines:
“Food line”=Cost of basic food basket.
“Capabilities line”=Above, plus Education,
Health.
“Assets line”=Above, plus transport, clothing,
housing.



General Poverty Levels in Mexico, 1992 - 2006
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Rural and Urban Food Poverty Levels, 1992 - 2006
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Rural poverty levels

! Have always been much higher than urban

poverty levels.

! They peaked to an unprecedented high (in

recorded history) in 1996, because of crisis.

! Urban poverty falls and then stabilizes after

2000, because of slow employment growth.

! Rural poverty continues to fall.

! What explains this fall?



Net real rural per capita income,

1992 – 2006 (percentiles 1 – 28)

82.9624.2Total, net, per capita

-4.85195.37 Gifts

8.7916.26 Rent equivalent

-1.72-74.65 Payment in kind

-38.35-71.44 Own production

2.5013.6   3.2.3. Remaining transfers

8.45---   3.2.2. Procampo

47.58---   3.2.1. Oportunidades

58.53319.6  3.2. Other transfers

17.12405.5  3.1 Remittances*

75.65335.73 Transfers

-22.43-24.42 Own business income

65.8654.51 Waged work

Absolute change ($)Relative change (%)Income source

Source: CONEVAL tabulations.



Summarizing:

! Own production falls.

! Waged work rises, more hours worked, in some
cases real increases through tighter labor
markets (thanks to emigration).

! Government transfers are the largest source of
gain, widely distributed.

! Remittances account for only 20% of total
increase.

! But they concentrate. Receiving households (4-
6%) depend on remittances, vast majority does
not.



From a supply perspective:

! Farmers are less poor, but still poor.

! People are selling more labor locally.

! They are less tied to the land.

! Transfers oblige women mostly. Men still
mostly free to leave.

! But recent analyses show transfers reduce
emigration.



Note Two: Changing demography

! I compare Mexican rural population in

1995 and 2005.

! Should show impact of 95 crisis.

! Has Mexico’s rural population shrunk?

! Is the labor reserve changed?

! Blue is for men, red for women.



Percent change in rural population, 1995 - 2005
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It would seem that:

! The rural population is NOT falling rapidly.

! Less children (changing families, family
planning).

! The 15-25 yr old group shrinks somewhat.

! The sheer size of the potential migrant
population has not changed much.

! BUT HAVE SO FEW LEFT?



Cohort Population Loss 95-05 (to migration and death)
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Rural Cohort Analysis

! The previous graph looks at what happened to
each cohort, after ten years.

! Those 5-9 years old in 1995 have started
leaving.

! The 10 year loss in the early working ages is
extremely high: over 40% for men.

! Unless those over 35 become migrants, it would
seem that the supply will become tight, because
the loss is already important.

! People do return home to retire.



Note Three: Migration Patterns.

! Short-term evidence shows fluctuations.

! But all migrants, including poor rural

migrants, are increasingly aiming for urban

employment.

! U.S. agriculture is therefore competing

with other, higher income sectors.



Final remarks.

#$The supply of Mexican farmworkers
boomed in the past 10 years.

%$Mexican farm economies are changing
with mixed impacts on migration.

#$More people work for wages,

%$Larger government transfers,

&$But less ability or incentives to invest labor
in agriculture.



Final remarks (2)

4. The demographic reserve is falling

significantly, and will fall further through a

combination of lower fertility and high

levels of past migration.

5. And less recent migrant cohorts are going

to urban employment in U.S.


